We introduce the concept of measuroids, and prove the Uniform Boundedness Principle of Nikodym-Grothendieck, the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem and the Nikodym Convergence Theorem for measuroids.
The theorem in the title asserts that the setwise limit of a sequence of probability measures is again a probability measure. The present note gives some versions of this classical result and of some related results. Most of the ideas in our proofs are quite standard and can be found in the beautiful treatment [3] by Diestel; see also the lecture notes [ 1 ] by Antosik-Swartz. In the sequel, let (Q, Jf) denote a fixed measurable space. We begin with a proof of the following "primitive" result. (1) V(Ap)>ß Vp>l.
We choose natural numbers nx < px < n2 < p2 < ■ ■ ■ as follows. Let «o = Po = 1 and suppose that no,Po,... ,nk_x,pk_x have been defined. By (*) and (1), there exists nk > pk_x such that p"k(APkl) > ß . Moreover, each p" is a bounded measure and Ap } 0 . Hence p"kiAp) -> 0 as p -> oo . So we can find Pfc > nk such that (2) rl«*(4-,\4)>í.
which completes our induction. Let Dk = APk_i\APk for k > 1, and let ß/ = U/t6/D^ for each infinite set /CN, Then ¿e/ implies pnk(Bf > pnk(Dk) > ß by (2) . Therefore y/(B¡) > lim sup p", (B¡) > ß.
k-*oo Moreover, InJ = 0 implies B{r\Bj = 0 . So, to complete the proof, it suffices to write N as an infinite disjoint of infinite sets.
Now we introduce the concept of measuroids. A measuroid on J£ is a function tp : Jf -* [0, oo], with 0(0) = 0, such that A, B £jf and A C\B = 0 implies (SA) tpiA\jB)<tpiA) + tpiB), (SB) tj)iA)<tpiAuB) + <f>iB).
Here (SA) and (SB) stand for "subadditive" and "subbalanced," respectively. A measuroid tf> is said to be bounded iff sup^ tp(A) < oo ; continuous (at 0) iff A" I 0 in J? implies <t>(An) -> 0 ; and vanishing iff tp(B") -* 0 for each disjoint sequence (Bn)f in Jf. Note that every continuous measuroid is vanishing; simply take A = B" and B = \Jk>" Bk in (SB). Then function y/ in Theorem 1 is obviously a measuroid, and the conclusion of Theorem 1 says that y/ is either continuous or else nonvanishing.
Examples, (a) Let X be a Banach space, let //:/->! be finitely additive, and let p*iA) = sup{||p(£)|| : B£J? and Be A} for A £ Jf. Then both A -► ||p(^)|| and A -> p*iA) are measuroids. Note that p is countably (resp. strongly) additive if and only if A -> ||p(^4)|| is continuous (resp. vanishing). An easy application of a result of Bessaga and Pelczynski [2] shows that if X contains no copy of Co as a closed subspace and, if p is bounded (i.e., p#(i!) < oo), then p is strongly additive. By a result of Diestel and Faires [4] , this result holds with Co replaced by /^ .
(b) Let p be a positive measure on Jf, let 0 < p < oo, and let T be a mapping from LPip) into the space of all nonnegative measurable functions on ÇI such that T0 = 0, Tif+g)<Tf+Tg and T(-/) = Tf for f, g £ Lpip). Fix any / £ Lp(p), and define 4>iA) = J TixAf)dp for Proof. We may suppose that for each finite set F c N, tpn(Bf) < tp"(Bn)/2 for all n 's large enough (otherwise, take / = F). We choose infinite sets Ix, I2, ... in N and natural numbers nx, n2, ... as follows. Let Ix -N, and pick any nx £ N with tpni(B"A ^ 0. Let k > 1 be given, and suppose that Ix, ... , Ik,nx, ... ,nk have been chosen in such a way that
By the hypotheses, tp"k is vanishing and the B" 's are pairwise disjoint. So Lemma 2(a) and (4) ensure that Ik contains an infinite set Ik+X such that
By our additional assumption, we can find nk+x £ Ik+X, with nk+x > nk, so that (4) holds with k replaced by k + 1, which completes the induction.
Let I = {nk}f . By the above construction, k > 1 implies {rij}JLk+x C Ik+X. Hence Hence tp"k{Bj) > (pnkiB"k)/2 in either case, which completes the proof.
Now we are ready to prove the Uniform Boundedness Principle of NikodymGrothendieck for vanishing measuroids. Thus tp{A\B) > <p{B) -y/{A), which is arbitrarily large. So upon interchanging B and A\B if necessary, we may suppose that tp{B) is large enough and y/*iA\B) = oo. An induction application of the above observation yields a disjoint sequence (5/1)1° m ^ and a sequence {4>n)f in S such that tp"{B") > n for every « > 1. Therefore Lemma 3 ensures the existence of Bj £ Jf such that sup" tpn{B¡) = 00 , which contradicts (*). Now let p and tp be two measuroids. We say that <p is p-a.c. (absolutely continuous) if and only if given e > 0, there exists ô > 0 such that A £ Jf and p*iA) < S implies tp{A) < e. If S is a set of measuroids and ipsiA) = sup{tp#(A) : tp £ S} for each A £ Jf, then \p$ is a measuroid. 5 is said to be equi-vanishing, equi-continuous, or equi-p-a.c. iff ips is vanishing, continuous, or p-a.c., respectively. For a vector measure v and a collection of such, we define the above concepts with tp replaced by A -» ||i/(/4)||.
Lemma 5. Let p be a countably subadditive measuroid, let (tp" )f be a sequence of p-a.c. measuroids, and let (Bn)f be a disjoint sequence in Jf with p*(Bn) -» 0. Then there exists / c N such that tp"(B¡) > tp"{B")/2 for infinitely many n 's, where B¡ = \JJe¡Bj.
Proof. As p is countably subadditive, it is easily seen that p# is also countably subadditive. So, passing to a subsequence, we may suppose that p#(ljj°=« Bj) -> 0 as n -» 00. Then the proof of the present lemma is exactly the same as the proof of Lemma 3, except that the existence of an infinite set Ik+X c Ik satisfying (5) is now guaranteed by the p-absolute continuity of tp"k. Proof. Suppose that each tpn is p-a.c. but the tpn 's are not equi-p-a.c. Then there exists ß > 0 such that for each n > 1, we can find A" £ Jf and ï"eN such that (9) p*(A")<2-" and cpqri(An)>ß.
Note that each tpq is p-a.c, and so tpq(Am) -> 0 as m -► oo; therefore q" -► oo . So, passing to an appropriate subseqence of (</>9")°° , we may suppose that qn = n for each n . by (9) with tf" = n and (SA), and p*(An l~l 7» -» 0 as p -» oo by (9). Since 0" is p-a.c, it follows that tp"(An\Tp) > ß whenever p is large enough (p >Pn) ■ Therefore, exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can find natural numbers po = 1 = nx < px < n2 < p2 < ■ ■ • such that But it is clear that such a set I can be chosen as a subset of any preassigned infinite set J c N. So we can construct infinitely many, pairwise disjoint sets Bj with ip(Bj) > ß/2. Hence ip is nonvanishing. If each tpn is vanishing (or continuous) but the tp" 's are not equi-vanishing (or not equi-continuous), it is easy to find a disjoint sequence (Bk)f in Jf and a subsequence (tpnfff of (tpn)™ satisfying (10) for some ß >0. So the above arguments with Lemma 5 replaced by Lemma 3 show that ip is nonvanishing, which completes the proof.
The following is a combination of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks Theorem and the Nikodym Convergence Theorem (see [1] or [3] ).
Corollary 7. Let p be a countably subadditive measuroid, let X be a Banach space, and let (ßn)f be a sequence of finitely additive X-valued measures on Jf such that Finally suppose that each p" is p-a.c. but the p" 's are not equi-p-a.c. Then the proof of Theorem 6 with y/(A) = ||z/(^)|| yields pairwise disjoint sets Uk{= Bh) in Jf such that \Z°f P*(Uk) < oo and \\v{Uk)\\ > ß/2 for all it's and some ß > 0. But the arguments in the above two paragraphs show that this is impossible, which establishes (a).
The norm convergence assumption in Corollary 7 is too strong if the Banach space X is good enough. Consider the following "fatness" condition on X : given C < oo, there exists m £ N such that xx, ... , xm £ X and \\xk\\ > 1 for 1 < k < m implies || J2k€Fxk\\ > C for some F c {1, 2, ... , m}. An easy application of Khintchine's Inequality shows that every Lp-space (0 < p < oo) satisfies this condition, even though || • \\p is not a norm for p < 1 (in general). (ii) In Theorem 6 and Corollaries 7 and 8, it is not difficult to deduce both the "vanishing" and "continuous" cases from the " p-a.c." case.
(iii) Let / be a strictly increasing continuous unbounded function on [0, oo) with /(O) = 0, and let /(oo) = oo. In the definition of a measuroid, replace (SA) and (SB) by (SA)/ <P{AöB)<f{tP{A)) + f{tP{B)), (SB)y (P{A)<f{tP{AuB)) + f{tP{B)),
respectively. If / is fixed, all of our results about measuroids remain valid even in this generalized setting, except that the inequality in Lemmas 3 and 5 must now be replaced by f(4>n(Bi)) + (fof){<Pn{B,)) > tPniBn).
This generalization appears to be necessary when we study maximal operators of various types.
(iv) The middle term of the inequalities in Corollary 8 may be replaced by /(liminf"_oo ||Pn(-4)||). where / is as in the above remark.
